42 Financial Services Signs on with Sphirra Platform
Intermediary brokering company 42 Financial Services has signed on to the
Sphirra Trading Platform.
(London) 1 October 2020 – Sphirra Ltd (Sphirra) is proud to announce that 42 Financial Services, a leading
broker of Central and Eastern European energy products, has signed on to offer the Sphirra Trading
Platform to its customers. This marks a response to increased volumes and demand for high performance
trading technology in the region.
Sphirra will be hosting all natural gas, electricity and renewable products that 42 Financial Services
currently offer their customers.
"42 Financial Services have been a great supporter of us since our very first meeting. We are excited at
the opportunity to help them grow their business for years to come." - Aidan Gibson, Managing Director,
Sphirra.
"It's great to be working for such a dynamic and hardworking company as 42 Financial Services. As the
only OTF in the Czech Republic and the only brokerage company outside of the UK being a member of The
London Energy Brokers' Association (LEBA), they are a vital part of the European trading community." Mike McDermott, Director, Sphirra.
"We are a dynamic and agile company that puts the success of the customer first in a competitive and
heavily regulated environment. It’s great that Sphirra provides us and our customers with the flexible
technology, execution speed and credit tools that will enable our client base to continue growing and
improve the quality and range of services we provide." - Pavel Petera, Head of Energy Desk, 42 Financial
Services.
“We have a long standing relationship with 42FS and their service has been always great. 42FS is one of
the top brokers in Central East Europe region and I believe adopting the Sphirra Trading Platform may help
them to prove their quality towards Western Europe players." – David Poupě, Head of Commodity
Trading, ČEZ.

About Sphirra
Founded in response to industry demand for a next generation trading platform, Sphirra delivers the
flexibility, high-performance and innovation traders and brokers have been looking for.
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With its ability to support high transaction rates, advance tools and customer workflows, Sphirra’s design
adapts to the changing requirements of a globalized energy market, whilst keeping customer long term
costs low.
Sphirra’s single platform has the power to process global transactions whilst maintaining a real-time view
of markets, high-performance and the flexibility to adapt to changing regulation. Built on the latest
technology, ongoing innovation is central to our business strategy. Sphirra aims to enable technology to
flourish through facilitating continuous improvement and growth.

Visit www.sphirra.com to learn more about Sphirra’s offerings and product.
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